
Comparison of published interpretations of SAGEEP2011 blind refraction data, by Prof. Bob Whiteley : 
 
Synthetic traveltime data (Zelt, 2010) was interpreted by ten different parties using eight different inversion algorithms, with the true 
model unknown until it was revealed at the 2011 SAGEEP meeting (Zelt et al., 2013). 
 
On the following pages Prof. Bob Whiteley compares the GRM interpretation (Stoyer, 2012) of above data with our blind WET 
interpretation (Rohdewald, 2011) and the true model (Zelt et al., 2013); (R. Whiteley, personal communication, May 21, 2012). 
 
We thank Prob. Bob Whiteley for his permission to put this comparison on our web site. 
 
Siegfried Rohdewald, Vancouver, Canada on March 8, 2014. 
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SAGEEP 2011 Refraction 

blind shootout

Comparison of GRM interpretation (Charlie 

Stoyer, IXRefrax™) and WET interpretation 

(Siegfried Rohdewald, RAYFRACT™) 



The GRM located the low velocity zone, gave reasonable 

bedrock velocities over the shallow part (where no valid 

optimum XY can be derived as there is insufficient 

refractor relief) but  went badly wrong with depths and 

missed the step, unreliable 



WET almost got it right but bedrock 

velocities are too low. Reliable but more 

sophisticated analysis of the results is 

needed (easy to say in hindsight)



The 2000m/s contour is close to the actual bedrock surface which is interesting as this is what 

we normally use if there are unsaturated soils at the surface. The 2500 m/s contour  is used in 

the marine environment .  We then use the Reciprocal method to check bedrock velocities and 

ray tracing on interesting sections to check lower velocity zones 


